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Front loading generally refers to a process in which a MLM company, or a sponsoring 
distributor, encourages a new distributor to purchase far more product than is commercially 
reasonable under the circumstances. Often the “push” is explained to the recruit as necessary 
to qualify in the plan. This is an unacceptable practice is often one indicia of a pyramid scheme. 

On the other hand, virtually all regulatory agencies recognize that a purchase of an “at cost” 
sales kit is an acceptable practice in the mainstream of leading direct selling companies. Such 
mandated kits are typically in the $50-$100 range. They generally entail “hard copy” or online 
supply of sales and marketing materials as well as ongoing sales and marketing materials 
updates for a year. Typically the mandated sales kit does not include product and generally a 
company offers an optional deluxe kit that may include product. Such an optional kit, which is 
often referred to as a “fast start” kit, may contain several hundred dollars of product. This is not 
unusual. Although the same regulatory standards on upfront mandated purchases are 
applicable to party plan companies as they are to other companies, it is not unusual to see 
party plan companies mandate a beginning starter kit that contains a wide array of products, 
with a price tag several hundred dollars. Regulatory agencies are very liberal in their view of 
such mandated purchases in party plan companies because party plan companies are so 
overwhelmingly retail oriented and the movement of product to retail customers is the norm, 
and not the exception, for party plan companies. 
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Sign up FREE for our newsletter, MLM News Global, and keep updated on industry news, scams, 
video highlights, and relevant articles. 

Learn more about the network marketing business at www.mlmlegal.com and 
www.mlmattorney.com. 

If you are interested in attending the Starting and Running the Successful MLM Company 
conference visit our conference page, view our speaker list, or get more details. All 
executives/owners of direct selling companies are welcome to attend. Call 800-231-2162 to 
register. 

Our next Starting and Running the Successful MLM Company Conference takes place October 
22 and 23, 2015 in Las Vegas. View our conference flyer and speaker list online. Participate in 
our Innovation Campaign for your chance to receive TWO FREE TICKETS to attend our next 
conference. 

If you’re reading this blog post and the conference dates above have passed, check our website 
for the current conference dates. 

View the blog post here: http://mlmattorney.com/blog/2015/07/14/new-video-if-a-sales-kit-
or-startup-fee-is-several-hundred-dollars-then-is-this-considered-frontloading/  
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